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Glossary
Arti ial Intelligen e (AI) The s ien e of reating a non-human intelligen e with ma hines and/or omputers.

Computational Intelligen e (CI) Subje t of this introdu tion and a name
for the ombined elds of Neural Computation, Evolutionary Computation and Fuzzy Computation. Re ently the number of elds have
been expanded to in lude DNA Computing and Quantum Computing.
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Neural Computation (NC) and Neural Networks (NN) One of the

ore elds of CI, uses the (human) brain as a model for solving problems. It is known for its ability to deal with noisy and variable information.

Evolutionary Computation (EC) and Geneti Algorithms (GA) Uses
Darwinisti methods for generating and evaluating a population of
possible solutions to a problem. It is known for its generality and
robustness. One of the ore elds of CI.

Fuzzy Computation (FC) and Fuzzy Systems (FS) Instead of using
Boolean logi , Fuzzy Systems use the notions of almost true or false
to solve problems were Boolean logi would fail. Also one of the ore
elds of CI.

DNA Computing (DNAC) By oding a tual DNA sequen es on a prepared medium and using spe ially en oded enzymes to remove the
infeasable one, DNA Computing uses the inherent parallelism of nature in the most dire t way to solve problems.

Quantum Computing (QC) Using the quantum me hani s of quantisation, interferen e and entanglement, is a fundamentally new mode of
information pro essing.

1 Introdu tion
The study of (human) intelligen e has a ri h history over three millenniums.
In the twentieth entury the invention of omputers provided a fa ility for
building and studying systems that exhibit features or behaviour traditionally attributed to intelligen e, but are not natural in the sense that they are
human engineered. The emerging s ien e, or engineering dis ipline, is usually alled the eld of arti ial intelligen e (AI). Although the name itself is
general enough to over any approa h to human engineered intelligent systems, its meaning { at least its most ommon interpretation { is restri ted
by the onventions of the AI resear h ommunity. Roughly speaking, traditional AI is strongly oriented to symboli representations and manipulations
(reasoning) in a top-down manner. That is, the stru ture of a given problem
(environment, domain ontext) is analysed beforehand and the onstru tion
of an intelligent system is based upon this stru ture. Think, for instan e
of expert systems representing the problem domain in formal logi al terms
and applying formal reasoning pro edures to derive on lusions, determine
a tions, within the given stru ture.
Re ently it has been argued that there is a group of alternative approa hes to realize intelligent features or behaviour. These approa hes, although di erent from ea h other, share the property of being non-symboli
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and operating in a bottom-up fashion, where stru ture emerges from an
unordered begin, rather than being imposed from above. These elds, evolutionary omputation (EC), fuzzy systems (FS), and neural networks (NN)
were grouped under the name omputational intelligen e (CI). The most
in uential pioneering publi ation from Marks and Bezdek date ba k to the
early nineties. The major s ienti event often seen as marking the birth of
the new eld has been the IEEE World Congress on Computational Intelligen e in 1994, Orlando, Florida. It featured three simultaneous onferen es,
the IEEE International Conferen e on Evolutionary Computation, Fuzzy
Systems, and Neural Networks.

2 What is omputational intelligen e?
Although used fairly widespread, there is no ommonly a epted de nition
of the term omputational intelligen e. Attempts to de ne, or at least to
ir ums ribe, CI usually fall in one or more of the following ategories:
 Con eptual treatment of key notions and their roles in CI.
 \Relative de nition" omparing CI to AI.
 Listing of the (established) areas that belong to it.

In the sequel we summarise various interpretations of the term CI along the
lines of development (quasi- hronologi ally). The rst published de nition
is due to J.C. Bezdek who states that:
\: : : (stri tly) omputational systems depend on numeri al data
supplied by manufa tured sensors and do not rely upon \knowledge"."
Later, in 1994, Bezdek o ers that CI is \low-level omputation in the style of
the mind", whereas AI is \mid-level omputation in the style of the mind".
The envisioned di eren e is that mid-level systems in lude knowledge (tidbits), while low-level systems do not. A ording to this per eption, omputational ar hite tures utilise sensor data and the term arti ial should
be reserved for ar hite tures that have a learly identi able non-numeri al
omponent or knowledge. His proposal is to all a system omputationally
intelligent when:
\It deals only with numeri al (low-level) data, has a pattern
re ognition omponent, and does not use knowledge in the AI
sense; and additionally, when it (begins to) exhibit (i) omputational adaptivity; (ii) omputational fault toleran e; (iii) speed
approa hing human-like turnaround, and (iv) error rates that
approximate human performan e."
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A parti ular aspe t of Bezdeks view (dis ussed in more details in the next
se tion) is the importan e of pattern re ognition, espe ially the role of neural networks. Marks' de nition { falling into the third ategory { is listing
neural nets as one of the building blo ks of CI, the others being geneti algorithms, fuzzy systems, evolutionary programming, and arti ial life. Let us
remark, that ontemporary terminology would pla e geneti algorithms and
evolutionary programming both under the umbrella of evolutionary omputing. In their seminal book on CI, Eberhart et al. elaborate further on
the very notion of CI and relate their vision to that of Bezdek. Their view
is summarised as:
\: : : Computational intelligen e is de ned as a methodology involving omputing (whether with a omputer, wetware, et .)
that exhibits an ability to learn and/or deal with new situations
su h that the system is per eived to possess one or more attributes of reason, su h as generalisation, dis overy, asso iation,
and abstra tion. The output of a omputationally intelligent
system often in ludes predi tions and/or de isions. Put another
way, omputational intelligen e omprises pra ti al adaptation
on epts, paradigms, algorithms, and implementations that enable or fa ilitate appropriate a tions (intelligent behaviour) in
omplex and hanging environments."
One of the main di eren es between this view and that of Bezdek is the
emphasis on adaptation, rather than pattern re ognition. This is stated
expli itly as:
\In summary, adaptation is arguably the most appropriate term
for what omputationally intelligent systems do. In fa t, it is
not too mu h of a stret h to say that omputational intelligen e
and adaptation are synonymous." (Itali s from Eberhart et al.)
This line is arried further by Fogel.
\These te hnologies of neural, fuzzy and evolutionary systems
were brought together under the rubri of Computational Intelligen e, a relatively new eld o ered to generally des ribe methods of omputation that an be used to adapt solutions to new
problems and do not rely on expli it human knowledge."
While the rst part of this quote des ribes CI by listing the elds belonging
to it, the se ond part stresses adaptation as a key notion in omputational
intelligen e. A tually, Fogels view is an ampli ation of that of Eberhart
et al. in the sense that he sees intelligen e and adaptation as synonyms1
(itali s from the authors of this paper) formulating it this way:
1

Note that Eberhart et al. identify

omputational
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intelligen e and adaptation.

\Any system : : : that generates adaptive behaviour to meet goals
in a range of environments an be said to be intelligent. In ontrast, any system that annot generate adaptive behaviour and
an only perform in a single limited environment demonstrates
no intelligen e."
It ex eeds the s ope of this paper to go into investigations of the notion of
intelligen e. A detailed dis ussion of this and many related issues from a CI
point of view an be found in a later paper by Bezdek (1998). We lose this
se tion with an `outlier', a parti ular interpretation of omputational (and
arti ial) intelligen e after Poole et al., where the authors state:
\Computational intelligen e is the study of the design of intelligent agents. : : : An intelligent agent is a system that a ts intelligently: What it does is appropriate for its ir umstan es and its
goal, it is exible to hanging environments and hanging goals,
it learns from experien e, and it makes appropriate hoi es given
per eptual limitations and nite omputation."
Further reading dis loses that the term omputational intelligen e is o ered
as an alternative for arti ial intelligen e. We will further dis uss this aspe t
in the next se tion.

3 Arti ial versus omputational intelligen e
The relationship between omputational intelligen e and arti ial intelligen e has formed a frequently dis ussed issue during the development of CI.
While the last quote from the previous se tion implies they are synonyms,
the huge majority of AI/CI resear hers on erned with the subje t sees them
as di erent areas, where either
 CI forms an alternative to AI;
 AI subsumes CI;
 CI subsumes AI.

An example of the rst option an be found in Marks publi ation in 1993:
\Although seeking similar goals, CI has emerged as a sovereign eld whose
resear h ommunity is virtually distin t from AI".
A strongly di erent view belonging to the se ond ategory is due to
Bezdek who summarised the relationships among omponents of intelligent
systems with a gure, reprodu ed here as Figure 1 after Bezdek's elaboration
on his rst de nition in 1994. He des ribes three levels of system omplexity,
level A, B, and C. Level A stands for arti ial or symboli , level B for biologi al or organi , and level C stands for omputational or numeri systems.
5
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Figure 1: Relationships among omponents of intelligent systems (after
Bezdek 1994)
The letters NN refer to neural networks, PR to pattern re ognition, and I
to intelligen e. The top layer in Figure 1 represents biologi al intelligen e
and the two lower layers represent ma hine intelligen e, CI being omputational intelligen e. In Figure 1, omplexity in reases from left to right and
bottom to top. The distan es between the nodes are pla ed to show the
disparities between the terms they represent, e.g., the distin tion between
omputational neural networks (CNNs) and omputational pattern re ognition (CPR) is less than that between biologi al neural networks (BNNs)
and biologi al pattern re ognition (BPR). Finally, he suggests that a node
at the tail of an arrow is a subset of the node at the head of that arrow.
CI would therefore be a subset of AI, whi h in turn is a subset of BI. He
rephrased this view in his 1998 publi ation by saying that methods su h as
fuzzy, neuro and evolutionary omputing are enabling te hnologies for AI.
A rather di erent per eption is presented in 1995 by Eberhart. Eberhart
et al. had four obje tions to the view of Bezdek. The most important two
for our dis ussion here are the di hotomy of fun tions (nodes) along biologi al versus omputational lines, (that is, distinguishing types of intelligen e
by the physi al arrier they are grounded in) and the hara terisation of
nodes as subsets of subsequent nodes (i.e., that BI would subsume AI and
AI would subsume CI). As for the rst obje tion, re all the quote from the
previous se tion where omputational intelligen e is de ned as a methodology for omputers, wetware, et . Eberhart et al. illustrate their global view
on relationships among the omponents of intelligent systems by a s heme,
reprodu ed here in Figure 2. The gure re e ts that intelligen e is as intelligen e does in an environment, depi ting the inputs as sensory inputs
(like a omputer keyboard et .) and the outputs as ommuni ations to, or
a tions upon, the environment. One arrow in the system goes dire tly from
sensing to intelligent behaviour, re e ting re ex a tions while another `takes
the long route', from sensing via algorithms and pattern re ognition, to either dire tly intelligent behaviour or to CI as intermediate step to intelligent
6
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Figure 2: Relationships among omponents of intelligent systems (after
Eberhart 1995)
behaviour. There are two important aspe ts of Figure 2 to onsider here.
First, the representation emphasises that, in general, nodes at the tails of
arrows are not subsets of those at the heads, and that all nodes provide
input to the intelligent behaviour node. Se ond, that omputational intelligen e is buried deeply within the ore of the system (either arbon-based
or sili on-based), the furthest from the environment interfa e. With Figure
2, Eberhart also underlines his view of the di eren e between AI and CI,
stating that traditional AI's pla e in the gure is at the outer level, or near
the interfa e surfa e, of the omputational intelligen e node, where the arrow departs for the intelligent behaviour node. Evolutionary/fuzzy/neural
tools (whether or not in ombination) reside \at the heart of the omputational intelligen e node" and they do have a ess to, and utilise, knowledge
elements. Indeed, a very di erent viewpoint from that of Bezdek.
A rather harsh distin tion between arti ial intelligen e and omputational intelligen e is o ered Fogel in 1995. The basis of this distin tion is
identifying adaptation as the ru ial feature of intelligen e (re all the quote
in the previous se tion). Fogel observes that the entral fo us in traditional
AI resear h has been on emulating human behaviour by extra ting rules
and knowledge from human experts. Furthermore, the vast majority of AI
programs has nothing to do with learning. Traditional symboli AI systems
do not adapt to new problems in new ways, therefore they emphasise \arti ial" and not the \intelligen e". They may play ex ellent hess, but in
7

essen e they are but ompli ated al ulators. In ontrast, CI te hniques
(i.e., evolutionary, fuzzy, and neuro omputing) model natural pro esses or
end-produ ts asso iated with intelligent behaviour, either at the level of neuronal a tivity and fun tion, human behaviour, or evolutionary learning in
the terms of adaptive behaviour or adaptive geneti s. Pushing it to the extreme, from these premises it may be implied that (traditional) AI systems
are not intelligent, while CI systems are.
Rather than formulating a judgement about the above views, let us lose
this se tion with a remark on the diminishing borders, that is, examples of
`symbiosis'. On the one hand, topi s on erning evolutionary, fuzzy, or
neuro omputing are frequently given a broad treatment in AI textbooks.
On the other hand, ore CI publi ations, su h as the International Journal
of Computational Intelligen e and Appli ations, onsider symboli AI as one
of the areas integrated in CI.

4 Computational intelligen e sub elds from di erent perspe tives
The previous se tions indi ate that a universally a epted de nition of omputational intelligen e is hard to give. Nevertheless, there is a broad onsensus about what areas in omputer s ien e belong to it: evolutionary omputation, fuzzy omputation (FC) and neuro omputation (NC) are seen as
the ore areas of omputational intelligen e. In this book an extended view
is represented adding DNA omputing (DNAC) and quantum omputing
(QC) to the usual three areas. To position these elds { and thereby to
draw a roadmap of this extended CI { we will onsider them from di erent
perspe tives.
One perspe tive is that of the applied omputational medium. This
separates the elds of EC, FC, and NC on the one hand and DNAC and
QC on the other hand. Namely, the rst group of te hniques belongs to
the traditional sili on medium, where the physi al basis of omputation is a
pie e of hardware based on sili on hips. This approa h, like any engineering
paradigm, has its limitations originating from the underlying physi s. These
limitations are related to the issues on miniaturisation, energy dissipation,
speed of information ex hange, et . DNA omputing and quantum omputing represent an alternative by relying on a di erent medium. Quantum
omputing is an approa h to over ome some of the aforementioned limitations by going down to the level of quantum me hani s. At this level
di erent physi al laws are at play and exploiting the possibilities of the different settings promises enormous speedups for some omputational tasks.
The distinguishing feature of DNA omputing is the fa t that the medium
in whi h omputations are realized onsists of biomole ules and enzymes.
This medium is often alled bioware, as opposed to hardware.
8

Another perspe tive is o ered by onsidering parallelism. Sin e the traditional omputer hardware is essentially built for sequential omputing,
most of the algorithms are sequential as well. Nature, however, is intrinsi ally parallel. One single brain onsists of billions of neurons working
simultaneously and any given animal population is performing the main
adaptation/survival task by trying out many solutions (the individuals of
the population) parallelly. NC and EC be viewed as mimi king these natural phenomena, and hen e being fundamentally parallel. In this respe t,
sequential implementations of neural nets and evolutionary algorithms are
\unnatural", enfor ed by the onstraints of todays omputer infrastru ture.
DNAC and QC go further in this respe t, by their di erent omputational
medium they are truly parallel, although the rst pra ti al quantum omputer is yet to be built. Thus, DNAC, EC, NC, and QC an be seen as
building on parallelism to various extents. Fuzzy omputing is the outlier
from this perspe tive.
Inspiration from nature forms the third aspe t that an be used to lassify the dis iplines treated in this hapter. The so- alled natural omputation onsists of resear h elds in omputer s ien e that are inspired by
natural pro esses. In this ontext, natural is often interpreted as biologial, bio- hemi al. For instan e, simulated annealing algorithms, while being
based on a natural pro ess of ooling down liquid metals, are usually not
seen as part of natural omputing. Among the ve areas in this hapter,
three are learly also members of the natural omputation family. In parti ular, evolutionary omputation is based on ideas from Darwinian evolution,
neuro omputation builds on abstra t models of brains, and DNA omputing
is e e tively arried out in a biologi al medium. FC and QC do not belong
natural omputation.
The last division we make here is based on emphasising the omputational, respe tively the intelligent aspe t within omputational intelligen e.
The omputational aspe t forms the fo us of DNAC and QC. Both dis iplines are on erned with rede ning the very basi s of omputation and the
omputers that arry out omputational tasks. This aspe t is losely related
to the issue of the used medium as dis ussed above. EC, FC, and NC follow
a omplementary approa h in that they emphasise the \intelligen e" within
CI. EC and NC form a further sub-group by their shared vision of how to
interpret intelligen e. A ording to this view, adaptivity is a ore feature of
intelligent behaviour and intelligent systems. Evolutionary omputation and
neuro omputation are often named together under the umbrella of adaptive
systems. However, it is important to observe that adaptivity is implemented
and realized at di erent levels in evolutionary, respe tively neuro omputation. In EC, or at least in the majority of evolutionary systems, adaptation
takes pla e only at population level. That, is an individual is born, evaluated
and its features are possibly propagated by reprodu tion, but the individual
itself is not learning anything { it is not adapting. It is the population that is
9

adapting sin e the reation of new individuals and the sele tion of the ttest
one for survival are ontinuously hanging the populations omposition from
random begin towards highly t individuals. In NC, however, adaptation
takes pla e on a lo al, individual level. It is one single brain that is being
adapted to perform a given task. Adaptation in this ontext mainly means
that the onne tions between the neurons are hanging (sometimes together
with their number and network stru ture), whereby the brain performs the
given task better and better { in short, it is learning.

5 A tivities in omputational intelligen e
A tivities in omputational intelligen e have been on the in rease sin e the
eld started. This an be measured both by the number of s ienti papers
produ ed or in the number of produ ts developed, the last measured in the
patent a tivity. This last measure shows that industry has greatly bene ted
from adopting this te hnology to address a variety of problems, as an be
seen not only by the number of patents but also by the diverse range of
produ ts developed. In Figure 3, the number of patents that have been
issued from the United States Patent and Trademark OÆ e are mapped to
olumns of ve years. The rst set runs from 1790 to 1975 while the last
set runs from 2000 to May the 6th of 2001. The sear h patterns for the
sear h engine are the same as those mentioned in the graph. Although some
overlap between the patents is bound to exist (patents ontaining two or
more sear h patterns), the graphs learly show an in rease in the number of
patents issued for almost all elds. From the urves of DNA omputing and
omputational intelligen e, one an on lude that, as is likely in patents,
the owners of the patents, name the used method in the most expli it way
they an. Noti e also that not arti ial intelligen e but neural networks
produ ed the most hits and that, although newer elds, neural networks
and evolutionary algorithms have aught up fast with the rest. In Figure
4, the number of publi ations in the ACM digital Library Sear h system is
mapped to olumns of ve years. The sear h system went ba k to 1960 and
was last updated on the 7th of June 2001. Again, the same sear h patterns
as in the patents graph were used, whi h are the same as mentioned in the
graph legend. Again some overlap is unavoidable as we have been unable to
he k all papers and the sear h engine did not provide for an ex lusion of
other sear h patterns. For an overall indi ation of the eld this should be
no problem. In the number of publi ations, arti ial intelligen e and fuzzy
logi , both have the highest number, with evolutionary algorithms and DNA
omputing oming last. Interesting feature of the arti ial intelligen e urve
is the explosive growth in the years 1985 to 1990, it's relative stagnation in
the su eeding ve years and it's ontinuing growth afterwards. We believe
this is the result of a number of fa tors, most foremost, we believe, the
10
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Figure 3: Number of patents for the di erent regions in omputational intelligen e
advent of di erent subgroups of arti ial intelligen e, and the break-up of
the general ommunity into smaller parts. The general pi ture gained from
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Figure 4: Number of ACM publi ations for the di erent regions in omputational intelligen e
both graphs is that the omputational intelligen e eld, and it's subgroups
are prospering, both in resear h interest, as in the number of appli ations
of the eld. Lately, but hard to show, it has been noti ed that publi ations
tend to ombine the di erent subgroups more losely than was earlier the
ase, a further noti e of a more mature eld. The de rease in growth of the
s ienti papers seems to ollaborate this view while the ontinued in rease
of the growth of in the number of patents issued seems to indi ate that there
are mu h more appli ations to ome. In the ACM digital library sear h
system, at the 7th of June 2001, there were 2824 papers with the sear h
term `arti ial intelligen e', 667 with the term ` omputational intelligen e',
368 with the term `neural network', 1292 with the term `expert system', 199
with the term `fuzzy logi ', 205 with the term `evolutionary algorithm', and
105 with the sear h term `DNA omputing'.
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6 Con luding remarks
Computational intelligen e is a relatively young eld, where dis ussions
about the eld's identity are still going on. Clearly, introspe tive de nitions
ne essarily rely on interpretations of the notions of ` omputational' and `intelligen e', whi h are far from having a generally a epted risp meaning.
This explains some of the ontroversy. Another rather intensively dis ussed
issue is that of the relationship between omputational intelligen e and arti ial intelligen e. While we do admit that these dis ussions an have a
larifying e e t and help to position omputational intelligen e within omputer s ien e, we advise aution with too rmly arti ulated statements. If
nothing else, the vagueness of the terms and borders of the elds involved
should motivate aveats. Our own view is rather pragmati and permissive.
Machine Intelligence

Artificial
Intelligence

Computational
Intelligence

Figure 5: Ma hine intelligen e, arti ial intelligen e, and omputational
intelligen e
We envision ma hine intelligen e as being the whole dis ipline of human
engineered systems that exhibit fa ets of intelligen e. Arti ial intelligen e
is one `movement' therein, hara terised by the traditions of the AI resear h
ommunity. For instan e, it an be argued that being knowledge-based is
one of the hara teristi s overing a large part of AI. Computational intelligen e is another stream in luding te hnologies that primarily work on
non-knowledge-based prin iples. In this sense we see (traditional) AI and CI
as omplementers. The other side of the oin is that these non-knowledgebased approa hes, su h as EC, FC, and NC, are sometimes seen as part of
AI. Furthermore, there is an in reasing number of hybrid solutions ombining, for instan e evolutionary methods and expli it knowledge, or having a
geneti algorithm evolving rules. Thus, without being too spe i , we onsider AI and CI as two interse ting areas, both within the eld of ma hine
intelligen e. This view is depi ted in Figure 5
12

Despite of all un ertainties around its exa t identity, it an be observed
that the eld of CI is rapidly developing. One an expe t ex iting progress
in the oming de ade.
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